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Asking For It:
A Rockettes Tale

By Joanna Rush, Heliotrope
Books and Amazon.
This is a profound and amazing book because with great bravery the author, Joanna Rush, tells
us her most intimate thoughts. She
lets us look into her very soul.
She describes how she dealt
with her low self-esteem, guilt and
shame that are legacies of a strict
Catholic upbringing. She grew up
in New Jersey, but the church I
went to here in Chicago was also
grim: The pastor and nuns were
stern, harsh, and uncompromising.
I found the book to be very
personal, maybe the emotional turmoil si why I had great difficulty
in beginning to write this review.
Webster’s Dictionary defines
self-worth as ä feeling that you are
a good person who deserves to be
treated with respect.”
We develop this feeling of selfworth during the first years of life.
Can it be improved or altered?
Maybe.
I understand the author’s experience because we were both raised
in a rigid Catholic environment of
rules, shame and guilt.
Intellectually the rules and the
absurd expectations can be jettisoned fairly easily, but as children
The emotions become part of
us and stay with us. The author
recounts her struggles with this.
I struggle still, and I am over 70
years old!
Joanna Rush describes growing
up, her interaction with relatives
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and other adults. Success in all of
these experiences depends in large
part on our feeling of self-worth.
Later in the review, I’ll quote
some examples that clearly show
how we develop this.
Joanna Rush, the gutsy and fearless author, lives in Massachusetts
with her husband. And, living
nearby are her son, daughter-inlaw and grandchildren. She is very

proud of all of them. And having
survived and triumphed over so
many difficulties, she now helps
other people with their problems.
*Fifteen fifth grade classmates
of the author, all only eleven years
old, went to a birthday party for a
fellow student. While there, they
and she, had played Post Office
and Spin the Bottle. She had kissed
a boy. Remember, they are eleven
years old.
The next day, “Without so much
as a knock on the door, Monsignor McSorley strode into our
classroom as if he were the Pope.”
He had heard about the birthday
party and made the fifteen children stand so he
could chastise them, and
then made each child
bring a note home to their
parents.
The nun who stood
next to McSorley had “a
face pinched from a lifetime of judging, scolding
and fighting sin.”
When I was in first
grade, the pastor would
come into the room with
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his unleashed dog. It was a large
black dog. The priest didn’t look at
us. While he talked with the nun,
the dog walked up and down the
aisles between the desks sniffing
us. The subconscious message in
both incidents was that the children had no value.
Great for a feeling of good self
- worth!
* When Miss Stevens, a former
nun and now teacher at the school
learns that the teenage author had
kissed her boyfriend, she said:
“And you, Miss O’Connell, are no
outstanding Catholic youth at all!
What you are is a square peg in a
round hole and I’m failing you in
Health so you will not be able to
graduate in June.”
* When Sister Margaret Rose
told our class that only Catholics
would go to Heaven I had raised
my six-year-old hand, ‘What about
my Aunt Lucille and Uncle Ralph?
They’re Protestant.’ Sister Margaret Rose was perfectly clear, ‘No,
they will not go to heaven.’ “They
were the kindest, most loving
people I had ever met. What kind
of God would reject my aunt and
uncle?”
*Or, When she was an adult, a
nun in a hospital elevator sees her
crying: “Are you alright dear?”
“Yes sister, my friend Alan just
died.” “I’m so sorry.” “Sister, can
you tell me how to get to the chapel?” “Was Alan a Catholic?” “No,
Jewish.” “Oh, you can’t go to the
chapel.”
Hopefully we are going to live in
a time when there is less pettiness,
nasty comments, small, mindedness and lack of vision.
Hopefully, religion will be more
about the joy of life and the possibility of happiness now.

her stories about this period are
wistful, charming and intimate.
She grew up in a working class,
Unionist family, during the bleak
years of the Depression. The family had very few material things,
but through frugality, scrimping
and sacrifice they had enough to
eat and enjoyed a strong family
life. About this Peirce says: Öur
parents hid the world from us,
“and”I was surrounded by love,
strictness and total acceptance.”
Today, she lives in Massachusetts with her husband Ken. she
has performed at many folk festivals in the United States and
Canada. At theese she sings songs
and tells stories she learned as a
child. She has a great memory for
childhood events and many of
these reminiscences are included
in the book. Two other attractive
and enchanting books about the
same period in Northern Ireland
were written by Gardiner Weir.
They are: “Voices in the Glen, A
Collection of Scots Irish short stories, and Ä World of Dreams: Scots
Irish short stories and poems. They
are outstanding and delightful.
About her youthful days, Maggi
Peirce
says: “Our world of inA Belfast Girl
nocent certainty would remain
B y M a g g i K e r r P e i rc e , steady and safe by the power of
Parkhurst Brothers Publishers, imagination.”
University of Chicago Press
Newgrange:
“The way of life I inherited as a
child and girl in a city that, within Monument to
a few years after my leaving Immortality,
By Anthony Murphy, Liffey
would be decimated by sectarian
violence. i want people to know Press?DuFour Editions.
This book is about Newgrange,
that in Belfast, life had not always
the famous structure where on
been violent.”
In this book, Maggi Peirce re- the shortest day with the longest
members people, stories and night (the Winter Solstice), the rays
events from her childhood. her of the sun penetrate to its depths.
This huge structure is North of
early years have a golden haze and
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Dublin in the valley of the Boyne
River. It was constructed 5,200
years ago by stone-age people. It is
older thant the pyramids of Egypet
or England’s Stonehenge.
The builders were farmers who
lived in small communities in the
Boyne River Valley. What compelled them to construct these
huge monuments? There are only
guesses to answer that.
The amount of material used
in constructing Newgrange is
staggering. The 400 large slabs of
stone, each weighing from three
to five tons, were brought from 50
miles away! There are only guesses
as to how they were moved. Remember, this was done by people
who had no metal tools or wheels.
These people worshipped the
sun and viewed it as a male deity.
Newgrange is a monument to
the female earth goddess. The
author suggests that the ray of
sunlight fertilizes her so that the
new year can be born. The book
is lavishly illustrated with spectacular pictures of Newgrange and
its carvings of the beam of solstice
sunlight, and of the night sky.
These pictures intimately connect
us to these ancient people.
The author is a journalist and
photographer. He lives five miles
from Newgrange and has studied
the astronomy, archaeology, and
mythology of the Boyne Valley
monuments for the past 13 years.
One author suggests that it

was the great earth mother who
supplied all the basic needs of
humanity, and it was apparent to
early man that it was the female
who produced offspring.
Newgrange “gave thanks - in a
truly spectacular manner - to the
earth and the cosmos, to the great
female, the great mother who was
seen as the provider of all things.”
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House Party Back by Popular Demand
The band will also be appearing on WGN Midday News on
Friday, January 17th
The Irish House Party is Dublin’s No’1 award winning music
and dance show and offers the
warmest of welcomes to the finest house party in town. Starring
All Ireland Champion musicians,
fantastic presenters with great
interaction and not forgetting
some excellent Irish dancing, this
amazing multi-talented gathering deliver the best traditional
night of musical entertainment
the Emerald Isle has to offer!
The musicians will astound
with their ability, craft and
knowledge and take you on a
journey of rhythm, song and
dance in an intimate, friendly
and homely atmosphere.
The show has become one of
Dublin’s must see events and
with fans such as Louis Walsh,
The Dubliners and even International chart toppers The Wanted
(with whom they recently played
live with on The Late Late Show)
you will find yourself in wonderful company.
Inspiring a fun spirit wherever
it plays The Irish House Party
look forward to sharing a great
night of Celtic celebration in true
Irish style.
Declan Quinn: Born and living
in Dublin, Declan is one of the
founding members and producers of The Irish House Party
show. He has been immersed in
traditional Irish music from an
early age with his father playing
the button key accordion and his
brother Eugene playing banjo.
Declan studied Archaeology and
History in University College
Dublin and went on to study a
post grad in Education. Many
of Declan’s extended family live
in the US with four of his uncles
and three of his aunts moving
there in the 1950’s, a period
of high emigration in Ireland.
Declan started playing the tin
whistle at 7 and began performing and touring from an early
age. The most successful of these
early ventures being ‘Whirligig’ whom Declan toured and
recorded with. Declan has also
recently co wrote the soundtrack

for upcoming Irish movie ‘Life’s
a Breeze’ While having a great
love for traditional Irish music
Declan is always keen to experiment with different musical
genres and combine them with
Irish music. This has led to some
unlikely musical collaborations
including UK boy band ‘The
Wanted’. Indeed Declan is often
heard knocking out some pop,
rock and dance tunes on his tin
whistle!
Gerry Nolan: Gerry hails from
Co. Carlow but currently lives in
Dublin. He is classically trained
having completed all grades in
pianoforte at The Royal Irish
Academy of Music after which
he went on to complete a science
degree in University College
Dublin and a post graduate Diploma in Trinity College. Gerry
fronted two trad rock bands
while he was in college ‘Johnny
Jump Up’ and ‘Sé’. Gerry has
toured extensively in Ireland, the
UK and the USA and his musical collaborations range from
UK pop band ‘The Wanted’ to
traditional music legend Paddy
Keenan (Bothy Band). Gerry is
the lead singer and guitar player
with The Irish House Party theatre show, he is also one of the
founding members of the show.
Aedín Martin is from a wellrenowned Irish Traditional music family in Dublin. At the age
of three she began taking Irish
dance and music lessons. Aedín danced for the O’Shea and
Sonas Schools of Irish dance
and won numerous awards at
the All-Ireland and World Irish
Dancing Championships. She
trained with Riverdance and is
currently dancing with the Irish
House Party music and dance
theatre show. Aedin is a multi
instrumentalist having studied
Irish traditional, Classical and
Jazz music. She completed all
Grades in pianoforte at the Royal
Irish Academy of Music and
has won numerous county and
Leinster titles on fiddle, piano
and mandolin. Aedin is an All
Ireland champion harpist having
won first prize at Fleadh Ceoil na
hEireann. She was also awarded
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The South Side Connection at Ave Maria University
NAPLES, Fla. - Ave Maria University has been around for less
than a decade, but can already
be referred to as ‘The Southside
South’ due to the strong influence
Notre Dame vs Boston College
of Irish Americans from the south
side of Chicago at school.
Scheduled at Fenway Park in 2015
“The University would like to
It was announced in late De- begin new rivalries, but the age- embody the kids we have from
cember that the Notre Dame old ones with USC, Stanford and the south side,” said Kevin Joyce,
Fighting Irish football team will Navy may go up in the air.
vice president of institutional
play Boston College in 2015 at
Not to mention, the ability to advancement and former head
Fenway Park in Boston - one of schedule whoever they want football coach at Ave Maria. “We
the most famous sports venues and being able to brand
offer a great educain the world.
themselves nationwide.
tion that shows our
Since BC and ND are longtime Of course there is much
students how to be
rivals and the only two Catholic dislike for Notre Dame
critical thinkers and
universities with Division I foot- across the country, and
self-starters when they
ball status, the meeting is fitting on a competitive level,
graduate.”
and about time that football has you can’t blame anyone
Joyce, a graduate
come back to Fenway Park. It will for criticizing why the
of Marist High School
By Tim Moran
be the first game played at the his- Fighting Irish program Southside Editor and former member of
toric venue since 1968, when the gets special privileges
the Illinois General Asthen Boston Patriots used Fenway as an independent. But the fact is sembly in the state’s 35th District,
as their home stadium before their the interest is there. If it weren’t, is a native of Morgan Park and had
move to nearby Foxboro, Mas- NBC wouldn’t air all home game coaching stints at Marist and Saint
sachusetts.
EVERY year.
Xavier University before taking
Fighting Irish fans may never
It’s been a long time since the what he calls “a leap of faith” at
forget the pain BC caused them Irish were true national contend- Ave Maria in 2010.
in 1993 when the Eagles knocked ers. The 2012 National Champi“I was approached by (Ave
Notre Dame out of the ranks of the onship debacle against Alabama Maria founder) Tom Monaghan
unbeaten and the No. 1 spot in the proved they had no business to come down and show kids from
national poll, costing them a shot being in that game. But in terms the south side that this would be a
at another National Champion- of relevance, it’s still hard to top great place to go to school,” Joyce
ship for the school. The Eagles had Notre Dame. As long as they said. “It was definitely a leap of
a large lead in the game, but the continue their tradition as an faith for my family, but I’m glad
Irish stormed back in the fourth independent, get high-profile we did it.”
quarter to take a 1-point lead, only opponents on their schedule year
He says that working with the
to lose on a last-second field goal after year, and draw top athletes school’s president, Jim Towey
to a decent, but not great BC team. from across the country and con- (former lawyer for Mother Teresa)
While a win at Fenway would tinue to have support from Irish has been a “worldly experience.”
not take away the heartache from Americans nationwide, they will
Prior to the 2013 football season
two decades ago, it sure would remain at the forefront of the col- and after Joyce’s promotion to the
be Notre Dame’s way of stinging lege football landscape.
vice president role, he recruited
the Eagles in a game that most
40 years experience
certainly will be circled on their
Helping People Win Claims since 1984
schedule.
With the game two years away,
Social Security and SSI Disability Law
it’s hard to tell what both teams
Disabled? Can’t Work?
will look like at that point and
Free
Consultation
by e-mail
even who will be favored is still
tomscully@scullydisabilitylaw.com
up in the air.
And for all those who say the
Irish should join a major football
Chesterton Office
Main Office
372 Indian Boundary Rd
506 Ridge Rd
conference like the ACC or Big
Chesterton, IN 46304
Munster, IN 46321
Ten, this is the reason why they
800-628-1934
219-836-1380
should stay put as an independent. In a conference, the luxury of
Chicago Office
53 W. Jackson Ste 1620
playing at Fenway, Soldier Field,
Chicago, IL 60604
the Alamodome in San Antonio,
800-628-1934
Tex. or having a tilt against Navy
in Dublin goes away. They would
Thomas J. Scully III & Associates, LLC

Marty Quinn (already offensive
coordinator for the team) to be his
successor and head coach of the
team. Quinn, an Evergreen Park
native and Mount Carmel High
School graduate, led the Gyrenies
to an 8-2 record in his first year at
the helm of the program, ending
the season on an eight-game winning streak.
After seeing success in his first
year with the team that included
a game at Soldier Field, Quinn has

Ave Maria extends to the players
as well.
“We have kids from St. Rita,
Mount Carmel, Marist, Brother
Rice, Mother McAuley - and they
are all a part of our athletic department,” Joyce said. “St. Cajetan,
St. Barnabas and Christ the King
(south side Catholic parishes) are
all represented here too. We all still
follow our high schools down here
and we have a good celebration for
St. Patrick’s Day every year.”

lofty expectations for the future of
the young program.
“We would like to bring a championship to Ave Maria and bring in
quality kids that will help do that,”
he said. “We are alive and well on
the scene in the NAIA (National
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics) and it is awesome to be a
part of.”
In addition to Joyce and Quinn,
the south side Irish influence at

An affordable, Catholic education, not to mention 80 degree days
in the winter and being located
in close proximity to the Gulf of
Mexico, has convinced a number
of south siders to take a leap of
faith of their own, and be a part
of something new and clearly on
the rise.
“Ave Maria gives our students
a chance to be a part of something
Continued to next page
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Errors and Omissions
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Some of you may have joined millions
of Americans who watched, as I did, a
two-hour production called “The Smoking
Gun” which aired on the Reelz Channel to
mark the half-century milestone of President
John Kennedy’s murder. The premise at first
seemed plausible: a cover-up was initiated
by the Secret Service, embarrassed that the
president was accidentally killed by a man
sworn to protect him, Secret Service Agent
George Hickey, a newbie agent assigned that
day only because regular agents had been
out partying until early morning.
Yet not one of the hundreds of witnesses
that day ever saw Hickey discharge his
weapon from a car that carried not only
himself and two administration officials, but
seven other Secret Service agents inside and
out on the running boards, and at least two
Dallas motorcycle cops on either side. Kennedy’s Special Assistant and close personal
friend David Francis Powers said, “Someone
a foot away from me or two feet away from
me couldn’t fire a gun without me hearing
it”. And behind that car were more cars full
of agents and officials.
Photographic evidence shows Hickey
holding no rifle at the time of first shot. Only
one photograph shows him with the gun,
pointing skyward, much farther on, near
the underpass.
This theory was first proposed in the 1970s
by Baltimore gunsmith Howard Donahue,
and was later published in a 1992 book by
Bonar Menninger. Agent Hickey successfully sued Menninger and was awarded
damages. But Hickey’s death in 2011 meant
that Menninger could no longer be sued and
he teamed up with Australian police detective Colin McLaren to remake the book in
documentary form.
In my opinion, aside from being sleazy,
opportunistic profiting on America’s murder of the century, “JFK, The Smoking Gun”
is one more attempt to muddy the waters,
misdirect opinion and cover the truth.
“The CIA and New York Times are still lying to us”. That’s how David Talbot, founder
of Salon introduces his piece.
“The New York Times – a newspaper
that rushed to embrace the Warren Report
months before it was even completed... is
still more interested in ridiculing and marginalizing even the most credible conspiracy

researchers than
in getting at the
truth. Mainstream journalists know that
– even 50 years
(!) later — they
don’t dare go beyond the safe confines of ‘we’ll never know,’
or they won’t be appearing on ‘Meet the
Press’ any time soon.”
“We’ll never know, we’ll never know,
we’ll never know. That’s the mocking-bird
media refrain this season as we commemorate the 50th anniversary of America’s greatest mystery -- the assassination of President
John F. Kennedy. New York Times executive
editor Jill Abramson hijacked a large chunk
of her paper’s Sunday Book Review to
ponder the Kennedy mystery. And after deliberating for page after page on the subject,
she could only conclude that there was some
“kind of void” at the center of the Kennedy
story. Repeating ‘we’ll never know’ “lets the
watchdogs off the hook, and excuses their
unforgivable failure to actually, you know,
investigate the epic crime.”
Talbot’s conclusions:
The Warren Commission- “the blue-ribbon panel that was appointed by President
Lyndon Johnson -- not to get at the truth,
but to “lay the dust” (in the words of one
commissioner) on all the disturbing rumors
that were swirling around the bloody events
in Dallas... the Warren Report was the result
of massive political cunning and investigative fraud.”
“ Warren -- He knew that his duty was not
to find the truth, but to suppress dangerous
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evidence that -- as LBJ had warned him -might lead to World War III.”
“A growing historical consensus now
sees JFK as presiding over a bitterly divided government, with Kennedy and his
peace-minded inner circle on one side and
a war-hungry Cold War establishment on
the other. ...JFK’s biggest enemies were not
Communist leaders but his own generals
and espionage chiefs.”
“We need the facts – as Jefferson Morley,
one of the few journalists to devote serious
effort to the Kennedy case, has demonstrated. Morley has been pursuing a lengthy
Freedom of Information battle with the CIA
to pry loose more than 1,500 documents that
the agency is still concealing in defiance of
the 1992 JFK Records Act.” * * *

Where Are The Catholics?

And how could you have missed these
headlines? 341 people arrested worldwide,
including clergymen and teachers. A giant
worldwide pedophile ring broken after a
three-year inquiry. 108 people arrested in
a child-porn network centered in Toronto,
Canada. Another 76 arrested in the US.
Authorities: “The arrests included 40
schoolteachers, nine doctors and nurses, 32
people who volunteered with children, six
law-enforcement personnel, nine pastors
or priests and three foster parents”. 386
children were reported rescued.
A Toronto resident was accused of running this global enterprise which solicited
and distributed vast volumes of videos
featuring underage and usually naked boys,
as well as criminal sex acts. Investigators
found hundreds of thousands of images
involving toddlers to teenagers, featuring
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“horrific acts of sexual abuse – some of the
worst they have seen”.
A week later 28 men were arrested in an
alleged pedophile ring based in Quebec
Police say it involved at least 40 children as
young as five years old. * * *
Troops In? Northern Ireland claims
it has won its war with the aid and direction of its world class sponsor, Britain; yet
this tiny satellite state still complains that
Britain’s huge financial and military crutch
is not enough, and that British police and
perhaps military troops are required to keep
this exemplary democracy afloat. In 2013 the
PSNI’s chief constable, Matt Baggott, called
in officers from England, Scotland and Wales
to help with loyalist disorder, flag protests
and dissident Republican activity. Despite
rumors that British troops would soon follow, Britain’s Northern Ireland secretary,
Theresa Villiers, denies it will happen.
Britain’s colonial plantation in Ireland
now consists of only six counties, the tiniest
“country” in the United Kingdom. At 5345
sq/miles, it is equal in size to places in the
US you’ve likely never heard of: Natrona
County, Wyoming or Okanogan County,
Washington. Yet Great Britain has spent billions subsidizing this miniscule “country”
for nearly 100 years, poured in thousands
of troops, killed hundreds in a 30 year dirty
war, all to crush a movement by its own UK
Irish Catholic citizens to secure democratic
civil rights.
Westminster yearly pumps in £5 billion
($8.18 billion) more than is raised by taxation. A massive third of Northern Ireland’s
income is subsidized by UK taxpayers,
the largest subsidy of any UK region. By
contrast, Scotland, which is seeking independence from Britain, requires zero net
subsidy.
Over a third of the 770,000 people working
(nearly two-thirds of economic output) are
directly employed in the public sector. Half
a million people are officially “inactive”. The
private-sector is dwarfed by this huge state
economy and the ‘black economy’ run by
paramilitaries. Its deficit is also the largest in
the UK, about 40%. David Cameron recently
criticized the cost of the “peace lines” dividing Protestant from Catholic communities.
He put the price at £1.5 billion per year. But
what are those “peace lines”- those walls
rising 25 to 40 feet and running for miles ?
They represent England’s traditional and
successful formula for power: “Divide and
Conquer”. That formula is incompatible
with Peace.
© Mike Morley 2014
Website: IRISHTV.US
Irish Eye (Facebook)
IRISH JOURNAL (CABLE TV)
E-mail: IRISHTV@att.net
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The Contemptible
Wages of Greed
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I couldn’t really have had worse timing
than with last month’s article, could I?
There I was, happy out for a change,
enthusing about my new job with Hand in
Hand, the only charity in the West of Ireland
to support the needs of families where a
child has been diagnosed with cancer. No
sooner was the piece sent to Cliff at IAN
than the really shocking news came out of
how the funds of some major charities have
been gouged into in order to ‘top-up’ the
very healthy salaries of some already fat cat
‘health managers’ who should be hanging
their heads in utter shame.
I had earlier questioned how it was possible for politicians to have been unaware of
what was going on. I myself never believed
that they were. And since this has been going on for a long, long time it certainly covers
Fianna Fail’s Michael Martin and his stint as
Health Minister; but as more and more of
the characters who were hauled before the
Public Accounts Committee (I know, that
title makes me laugh too) were seen to have
very direct links with FF and –of course—
Bertie Ahern, resentment just curdled on my
part into pure bloody anger. They should
have been dead in the water after the last
election but their sick, clammy zombie paws
have somehow reached up from the grave
to shame us once again.
As what we learned became rapidly more
repellent, here (in part) is what I wrote on
December 2nd for Hand in Hand:
These revelations have had a truly detrimental effect—and one which can only get
worse—on those who are working hard
in order to raise money for their various
charities. It’s an unfortunate fact of life
that people will see all of us in the same
light and all of us will be tarred with the
same brush.
No one ever said that this world was fair,
not without sniggering they didn’t; but it
shouldn’t have to get harder either...
It’s only fair to see trained professionals
being paid what they are worth; but no, as
usual this had to be done in a totally and
quite despicably underhanded way. It’s
once again the Mushroom Theory as regards
the electorate: ‘Keep them in the dark and
feed them ---‘. This is a family site so feel
free to fill in the missing word yourselves...
Listening to the government spouting

outrage on the topups... well, to say
that I find this a bit
disingenuous would
be to put it mildly.
They didn’t know it
was going on? Really? And if they didn’t, don’t you think that
they should have?
For years now—literally for years—we
have allowed the Usual Suspects to stand up
there with a straight face (but with fingers
crossed behind their backs, no doubt) and
waffle on about Openness and Transparency.
Seriously, Openness and Transparency.
They actually seem to think that we will
listen with all due solemnity to this nonsense
and then go away and think to ourselves
that Well, this time they have learned their
lesson. This time they actually mean it.
Of course there are decent politicians
out there—of course there are, and in fact
this week has also shown that—but just
as all charities are now finding themselves
lumped together in one great big mass, so
this has happened to our Beloved Elected
Representatives as well, many of whom
seem to have forgotten that they work for us.
It’s not the other way around. They work
for us; when did we forget this? And why
did we let them forget it?
And so, many times in the past week
when a politician has spoken of his ‘shock’
at the top- up figures coming out, I’ve heard
the old joke:
How do you know when politicians are
lying? Answer: Their lips are moving.
Don’t shoot the messenger. I have no
doubt that some (probably with a vested
interest) will find my comments unhelpful;
but I live in the real word, not in the Ivory
Tower that many of them lay down their
heads in.
I went on to state what I take home a week
for working here. I also, with her permission, relayed what Development Manager
Jennifer Carpenter takes home. I doubt
that anyone will think that we’re overpaid,
particularly—considering her work load-Jennifer. Continuing, I wrote:
That is Openness and Transparency. That
is why we feel hurt, angry and betrayed
by the revelations of the last week: not by
what people were being paid, but in the fact
that they felt that they had to make up their
perceived shortfalls by clawing and gouging
extra money from—heaven help us— such
outlets as the hospital sweet shop and the
car park. How sad is that?
And because of this culture of secrecy so
endemic in Ireland we will suffer for that.
It’s probably unfair to single out one individual—especially since there are so many
involved here—but as we have learned, it’s
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not a fair world. So step forward, if you will,
former Central Remedial Clinic boss Paul
Kiely. He’s not usually shy about the limelight so I’m sure he won’t mind this time.
In 2012 Mr. Kiely was paid a very acceptable salary of €106,000; but it doesn’t seem
to have been acceptable enough. So money
raised by the Friends and Supporters of the
Central Remedial Clinic was used to top
up on this by nearly €140,000 —more than
he was getting paid in the first place! And
if we feel angry, I can only imagine what
those honest fundraisers are feeling at the
moment.
Independent TD and journalist Shane
Ross, speaking on RTE’s Prime Time, accused the clinic of using charity money to
‘line the pockets of its top earners’.
And with even more admirably direct
bluntness Ross said today: “Kiely charged
a lot to look after sick children. Five grand
a week to be precise.”
If that doesn’t turn your stomach I don’t
know what will.
At the time of writing that I was unaware
that Kiely had also availed of a €200,000
lump sum when he left to go and do other
no-doubt charitable works. And yes, of
COURSE it was tax free.
Also, to put his €140,000 top up in perspective: that figure would either cover

House Party

Continued from page 6

first prize at the prestigious Keadue,
Granard and Nobber International harp
festivals.
Isaac Alderson: Issac was born in Chicago in 1983, and lived
there until the age of 18.
His father introduced him
at an early age to records
from his favorite artists,
and as a young boy he was
encouraged to experiment
with various instruments
and learn to play by ear
and from memory. When
Isaac was 12 years old, he
discovered Irish traditional music, and
there was no turning back. In particular,
the sound of the uilleann pipes had him
completely enthralled. At 14, he met Laurence Nugent, the great flute and whistle
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Hand in Hand for an entire year or let us
expand from covering eight counties to ten.
Yesterday the entire board of the Central
Remedial Clinic were forced to resign. Not
because they weren’t willing to brazen it out,
but because the HSE threatened to withdraw
the annual €19 million funding for the clinic.
This one is going to run and run so we
had better brace ourselves for even more
damage.
In their greed and hubris do these...people
even care about the damage they have done
to genuine fundraisers? I doubt it.
However, the money being donated to
charities is already down an estimated 40%.
That means that every time these...people
put their little claws in the cookie jar they
stole from people who depend on it.
In my book, that makes them thieves. So
I’m waiting—without holding my breath,
I’m not that optimistic—for them to return
the money they took.
And you know that I’ll still be waiting
for that particular New Year miracle this
time next year.
You can email me at chasbrady7@eircom.
net or read my blog on www.charleybrady.
com Also feel free to check out the charity
at www.handinhand.ie
We, you see, really are open and transparent.

player from Co. Fermanagh, who lives in
Chicago. He was to study primarily with
him for the next four years, as well as with
pipers such as Al Purcell, Patrick Cannady, Kieran O’Hare, In 2002, Isaac won
the All-Ireland Senior Championships on
all three of his main instruments, and that helped him
gain the recognition and
confidence he needed to
pursue music as a full-time
career. He did a two-year
stint touring with Eileen
Ivers and Immigrant Soul,
and since going his own
way in 2007 he has worked
as a freelance musician and
band member with some of the most
dynamic and talented performers in Irish
traditional music. The Irish House Party
are delighted to have Isaac join them on
this tour.

The Irish House Party 2014 Tour Schedule
Friday, January 17 Gaelic Park RIVER FOREST ILL 8pm
Sat, January 18 Irish American Heritage Center CHICAGO ILL
8pm
Sun, January 19 McNally’s Irish Pub ST CHARLES ILL 4 – 7pm
Wed, January 22 McNally’s Irish Pub ST CHARLES ILL 7pm
Thurs, January 23 Ashling on the Lough KENOSHA WISC 8pm
Friday, January 24 Raue Theatre CRYSTAL LAKE IL 8pm
Sat, January 25 St. Brendan’s Inn GREEN BAY WISC 9pm
Sun, January 26 County Claire Irish Inn & Pub MILWAUKEE WISC 7pm

www.theirishhouseparty.com

